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Professional blog post format

If the block book got better than you and you're sick of staring at a blank page, the templates may be posting a blog solution. Each blog post is different, but most of them are not different. Think about the blog posts you've read. Chances are they weren't a million miles away in shape. Maybe you just didn't
pay much attention because you focused on the content. For bloggers, this is good news. This means that no matter what you write about it, templates can make life easier. In this publication, we'll cover four blog posts to help you write great content faster, and when it's used. The list of posts, also known
as lists, are lists of tips, tools, techniques, myths, errors, anything meaning list. Examples of what type of content is this template best for? List posts are better for non-time information. In other words, anything does not need to be in a specific order. For example, take a look at a list of ways to find
someone's email address: you could rearrange any of these items in the list, and another still makes sense. If this is not the case for what you want to share, this is not the template that is right to use. How to use this template after the steps below.1. Create a numbered address to use one of these
templates and fill in the blanks. XX Methods [Desired Result] XX [Subject] TipsXX [Type] ToolsXX Reasons Why [Problem] XX [Topic] TechniquesXX [Products] [Public] Just Make Sure It's Readable and Is Consistent with the Content You'll Share the Blog. If your position is about weight loss tips, don't
call it 13 reasons why you're not losing weight. Beyond that, feel free to make your address more compelling by adding interest or including relevant power words. For example: 10 ways to get more YouTube views → 10 easy ways to get more YouTube views (even if you have zero subscribers) if you're
having difficulties, look for top-tier page titles for inspiration. Recommended reading: How to formulate the perfect SEO address tag (process 4 steps) 2. Write a short introMost people skim list of posts. That's the beauty of this shape; If one of the tips in the menu doesn't like it, the reader can continue
scrolling until he sees one of their interests. For this reason, there is no point in writing a long introduction. You just want to do two things: create confidence in as few words as possible. Include a linked table of contents. Here's a good example of establishing the trust of our blog: adding jump links below
that makes life easier for the reader. They don't have to scroll through the entire list to understand what they'll learn. They can only skim the contents and jump straight to the party that interests them. Learn how to add jump links in this publication.3 Using subheadings for menu items, each menu item
needs a subtitle. Use the address level for each one. Normally, these will be numbered, but they don't have to be. For example, in our list of Google rating factors, we chose not toBecause all points are equally important, just make sure that the subheadings are descriptive and focus on interest where
possible. This will tempt people to read every point. For example, in a list of weight loss tips, 5. Eating spicy foods to boost your body's calorie burning abilities is probably better than just 5. Eat spicy foods. If you're not sure what to include in your list, see subheadings in other top-ranked publications for
inspiration. You can use the report on the page in the SEO Ahrefs toolbar to see these at a glance.4. Concluding with a final hint all the blog post is worth a conclusion. There are a lot of ways to do this, but one approach that works well in menu posts is to give one or two final tips. Here's an example from
the list of ways to get more views on YouTube: A step-by-step guide is applied through a series of timelines to achieve the end goal. Examples of what type of content is this template best for? If you teach people how to do something, and it must be done in a certain order, then a step-by-step guide is the
solution. For example, take a look at our guide to writing a blog post: each of these steps must be done in order. You won't write a draft before you write a outline, and you won't write a outline before you choose a topic. This is the main difference between step-by-step guides and existing publications.
How to use this template after these steps.1. However, it doesn't have to be boring. There are differences. Here are some tips: how to [achieve the desired result] (XX steps) how to [achieve the desired result] (even if [shared obstruction] how to [achieve the desired result] (added benefit)2. Write a short,
trustworthy introduction (PSP format) If you teach people how to do something, they'll want to know why they should trust you. There are a lot of ways to do this, but one we use often is the PSP formula. Problem: Show that you understand the problem. Solution: Provide the solution - in short. Proof: Prove
your experience and success in solving the problem. Here is an example of the PSP formula in action:3. Use the numbered steps for H2s subheadings to divide the process into steps. This part of the process was then explained in more detail under each subheading. For example, here's the H2 from our
guide to YouTube keyword search: Step 1: Find keywords that perform well, but not the best first step 2. Choose the keyword you want to rank higher forStep 3. Find out why you're stretched 4 beat other pages where Step 5 matters. Track OrderStep 6. Rinse and repeat to other keywords where possible,
each step begins with the current tense verb.4 It concludes with a quick summary Don't overthink this. Just summarize the process that people have learned in this post. Extended definitions explain the meaning of something or concept, before going into more detail about it. Examples of what type Is this
template the best? If readers will find it difficult to follow the aphorisms and squibs of your message without first understanding something or concept, then this is probably the best form. For example, take our participation on the SERPs. It delves into the details of the importance of the SERP, how to
access the SERP, and SERP features. However, because SERP is an abbreviation, most readers will be completely lost unless we define the term first. So we did it in the first sentence: how to use this template for these four steps.1 Start with what you use for matte. Feel free to add context and make
your title less boring with one of these formats: What is [understandable]? Everything you need to know is what [abbreviation]? [Extended abbreviation] explained what is [understandable]? A [summary/quick/detailed] introduction2. The definition of the term introDon't beat around the bush with a long
introduction. Start by introducing. Try including google's bold words in the featured snippet of what is [concept?]. For example, take a look at the featured snippet of what is guest blogging: If we are writing an extended definition publication on this topic, we would like to include a guest post and post in our
definition because they are bold in the current snippet. Just don't force these if it feels abnormal. Your priority is to write a good definition above all. Doing so can help us win the snippet, rank it higher, and get more hits. Recommended reading: How to improve Google's signature snippets3. Answering
follow-up questions is only a few sentences. For the rest of the article, you should answer follow-up questions that readers may have after knowing the definition. You can find some of these in people also ask (PAA) box in Google.For example, look at the PAA box for what is https:P but you want to know
the purpose of HTTPS and the difference between HTTPS and HTTP. If you are writing a publication about it, it probably makes sense to use the extended definition format. You give the definition, then answer these questions under the H2 subtitles. This is exactly what we did in a blog post about HTTPS:
You can find more questions that people ask about this topic with Ahrefs' free keyword generator. Type in the subject (for example, HTTPS), click search, then go to the Questions tab. This displays up to 50 questions that contain the search term sorted by monthly search volumes.4 It concludes with a
short summary you don't need to overthink this. Just summarize the main learning from the post, link to more resources about it, and you did. The Beginner's Guide is an educational resource that provides a comprehensive introduction to a topic. It must be written in a manner appropriate to my prophet.
Examples of what type of content is this template best for? If you plan to write more than one educational resource for beginners from an actionable guide, step by step, then beginners Coordination is probably the best option. For example, take our beginner's guide to basic tags. Which explains what



canon sign is, and how it looks, why they're important to SEO, best practices, how to build one, how to avoid mistakes, and how to fix existing issues - everything beginners can possibly need to know. How to use this template after these steps.1. Creating a title that appeals to beginners the easiest way to
do this is to use a phrase for beginners or the like in the same title. [Theme] for beginnersis a beginner's guide to [theme] noob-friendly guide to [theme]2. Writing a simple and encouraging introductionPeople looking for beginner guides are exactly that: beginners. So while there is no 1-2 punch formula,
you need to make sure they do four things: enhance why they need to know this. Most beginner guides are long. Unless you can convince people why they should spend some time learning what you have to teach them, they might just call it a day. Use a simple language. put their minds at ease right off
the bat. Let them know that your post is not packed with industry language and complex language. Encourage them. Explain that the topic is not difficult to understand. Make them feel like they can understand this. Here is an example of our beginner's guide to hreflang:3 marks. Go through everything they
need to knowabout the questions you may be beginner about, and answer them. Use an H2 subtitle for each question. For example, here's the H2 from our junior marketing guide: What is affiliate marketing? How does corporate marketing work? How much money can I make as a subordinate marketer?
How to start affiliate marketing to get questions that require long answers or multiple steps, use h3-H6 subtitles under each H2 to provide more hierarchy and make things easier to digest. This is what we did for how to start with affiliate marketing section in our guide: If you're unsure of questions a
beginner might want to know answers, look at Google People Ask (PAA) boxes or look for FAQs using Ahrefs' Free Keyword Generator.4. Concluding with encouragement and more resources are tons of ways to conclude beginner guides. However, we tend to end us with some final encouragement and
links for further reading. What blog sharing template should you use? Each of these templates works best for a specific type of content. But the question is, what kind of content should you create? For example, say you run a coffee blog. I searched for keywords and found that the French press cold drink
is a low-key keyword with thousands of monthly searches. If you want to rank for this term, which of these should you write?10 tips for making cold brew coffee using French PressHow for brewing cold brew coffee in the French pressWhat is a cold drink coffee? All the owners of the French press need to
A beginner's guide to making cold coffee (in the French press) the best French press for making cold drink coffee (top 10) the best way to find out this is to look at what ranks currently. Google works hard to categorize the most useful results for the respondent, so top-ranked pages are a good proxy for
search plan. For example, if you look at the pages with the highest order of the target phrase in keyword explorer, we see that almost all of them are step-by-step guides. To find out the best chance to arrange this keyword, you should follow our example. Just know that the intent of the search is not
always a clear cut. Sometimes you'll see a combination of shapes in results and you'll have to use the best referee. The final ideasalthough these templates are a good starting point, know that they will not work for every possibility. Sometimes it is better to mix one element with another. For example, look
at our guide to creating seo-appropriate URLs. The first half of the publication identifies a gradual process, while the second half lists best practices. In other words, this post is a step-by-step guide, a listicle part. Don't be afraid to mix things up when necessary. Want more tips on blogging? Read this. Do
you have questions? Ping me on Twitter. Twitter.
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